Most big Greek newspapers have a web edition. They publish articles both from printed edition and the daily events.

**Eleftherotypia** : Eleftherotypia is one of the biggest Greek newspapers. It was set up in 1975.

**TA NEA** : It is the first daily Greek newspaper in circulation. It was first published in 1931.

**TO ΒΗΜΑ** : Weekly Sunday newspaper. It was set up in 1922.

**Kathimerini** : One of the oldest Greek newspapers. It was first published in 1919.

**News Portals**

**in.gr** The biggest Greek news portal. It’s the Greek webpage with the highest frequency of visits.

**TV Without Borders** : Alternative news portal from the journalist Stelios Kouloglou.

**The Press Project** : Blog with articles and opinions about current news affairs from Greece.